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MEMORANDUM OF VIEWS ON BOUNDARIES REVIEW TO THE INTERIM INDEPENDENT BOUNDARIES 
REVIEW COMMISSION (IIBRC) 

Introduction  

The Institute for Social Accountability (TISA) recognises the IIBRC’s mandate as articulated in The 
Constitution of Kenya (Amendment) Act 2008 includes reviewing and making recommendations to 
Parliament on: 

 The delimitation of constituency boundaries 
 Delimitation of local authority electoral units 
 Optimal number of constituencies 
 Delimitation of administrative boundaries 
 Fixing and reviewing of district boundaries  

The IREC report recognised that the gross disparity in voting populations in Kenya breaches the 

fundamental equity principle of one person one vote. However, this fact was recognised as one of 13 other 

defects in Kenya’s voting and electoral structure. The process of boundaries review is inexorably linked to 

the electoral reform and devolution issues. We urge close dialogue and consultation with the IIEC and the 

Committee of Experts for constitution review to avoid duplicity, and contradiction which will only serve to 

divide Kenyans further.  We hope the three expert processes will establish a common position on the issue 

of boundaries within the context of the proposed electoral reform and the proposed revised constitution. 

We urge the IIBRC   not allow the process of boundary review be hijacked by short term political interests 

of the political elite and to make recommendations that will insulate boundaries from political 

manipulation and gerrymandering.  

Historical Context 

The number of districts has multiplied five times in as many years in what the government explains as a 

drive to take services closer to the people. At 254, there are more districts than constituencies. It means 

there are constituencies that straddle two districts, as opposed to the past when several constituencies 

constituted a district. 

When in the 1990s the then KANU administration resorted to creating districts for political purposes, the 

then Opposition cried foul. Then, districts were created to reward political loyalty or for gerrymandering. 

Neither was justifiable. 

Political gerrymandering meant to shore up the parliamentary strength of certain political groups or 

individuals. The cumulative result of this is a hopelessly skewed Parliament. In the 2007 General 

Elections, the 10 constituencies with the lowest number of registered voters had a combined total of 

175,842 voters. The other 10 with the highest number of registered voters had a combined total of 

1,636,485. This translates to an average of 163,649 per constituency. 

 

The Cost of Spurious Growth 

Too much government in the lives of the citizens is detrimental to economic growth. Every structure 

created has a cost implication on the citizen to be met through taxation of the poor citizen creating 

generational poverty.  Bloated government, as at present diverts scarce resources from long term 
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investment to short-term survival undermining the global competiveness and long term growth of the 

nation.  

Conversely Kenyans needs functioning structures that demonstrate high levels of efficiency and reliability 

to promote generational prosperity. The IIBRC must be alive to this fact, and recognise that the country is 

presently running a trillion shilling budget deficit and our country is functionally bankrupt.  

Early this year, Prof George Saitoti, the Minister in charge of the Provincial Administration, said some Ksh. 

2.1 billion is required to construct new district headquarters.  

We note that the efficacy of the IIBRC’s work will only be realised within an effective devolution and 

electoral process.  As the boundaries review debate rages, it is fitting to reflect upon the words of Bill 

Clinton1;  

 “Our country needs a government that is smaller and more responsive- that has lower cost but a higher 

quality of service- that moves more authority away from the federal government to states and localities, 

and to entrepreneurs in the private sector- that produces fewer regulations and more common ground.” 

 
Proposed Principles for review 
The issue of electoral boundaries is of paramount importance for the emergence and success of any nation 

state. The successful completion of the boundaries review process is of utmost importance for the 

realisation of effective local government and the survival of multi-party democracy in Kenya. 

1. The principle of “one-man-one-vote” refers to the principle that all citizens, regardless of where 

they reside in a state, are entitled to equal legislative representation. In this regard the 

apportionment of legislative seats must allocate seats on a population basis so that the voting 

power of each voter is and is seen as being equal as possible to that of any other voter. 

2. There are other critical issues beyond the population size and density. The issue of the actual area-

size, the economy and even social patterns should be factored in to temper the rigidity of the strict 

one-man-one-vote principle.  

3. Urban areas, with high population density could end up having too many, unviable constituencies 

(just like there are unviable councils) and so the criteria needs to balance for this fact.  

4. The apportionment criteria need to redress urban challenges and other special needs, which the 

electoral boundaries may not address. For instance, CDF whilst allocated on multiple criteria is 

largely ineffective in addressing urban development needs. Thus the criteria for representation 

(electoral boundaries) and financial allocations of various development initiatives are of necessity 

different and dependent on respective development plans and objectives.  

5. The drawing up of electoral boundaries whilst being sensitive to historical and cultural 

considerations should not promote ethnic enclaves. 

6. The process must not seek to protect the support base for a party or a candidate, or conversely 

create a combination of societal forces which are opposed to a particular party or candidate. This 

process should be impartial and non-partisan.  

7. There has been raging debate over whether Kenya should adopt a parliamentary or presidential 

system of governance. Using the case of the founding period of the United States as an illustration, 

                                                 
1
 As expressed in the foreword of a publication done by his Vice President Al Gore under the title:  Common 

Sense Government Works Better and Costs Less (1995). 
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and drawing from classic sources in Western political theory two things appear to have found 

consensus: 

 Firstly, irrespective of which system is adopted, the person who aspires to carry the crown of the 

Chief Executive of the nation should be elected by universal suffrage of eligible voters. 

 Secondly, representation of the people in Parliament -- whether regional or national -- should 

follow the principle of one person, one vote. 

8. The IBRC should incorporate into its work the National Census results with only the latest data 

being used to delineate constituency boundaries. This should include data on registered voters, 

2009 Census results, geographical size, poverty index, male-female-age dichotomy among other 

things.  

9. All possible care should be taken to keep intact the administrative boundaries of provinces, 

districts, constituencies and change those boundaries that are absolutely necessary to avoid 

unnecessary flux and uncertainty.   

 
Our Recommendations 

a. Harmonise electoral and administrative boundaries 

Present boundaries are marked by duplicity and overlap due to failure of decentralisation policy in 

Kenya over the past years. District, constituency and local authority’s boundaries and authority 

overlap resulting in confusion, wastage and duplication of development efforts.  The present review 

should thus 

 Harmonise of political and administrative boundaries at the constituency level to reinforce 

present government policy  which has determined the constituency as the local unit for 

development; 

 Number of Administrative units should be cost effective and sustainable to curb the 

burgeoning cost of government which is sapping Kenya’s regional and competitive advantage. 

We propose the present number of constituencies be retained and the necessary boundary 

revisions be made within the 210; 

 Local authority boundaries to be  rationalised in line with the proposed reforms initiated by 

the ministry of local government to ensure viable local authority units; 

b. Separate party politics from local development administration   

Kenya’s revised devolution structure urgently needs to remove political leaders from the management 

and administration of local development funds. The experience with MP’s in CDF and councillors in LA’s 

has demonstrated that involvement of political leaders in the administration of local development funds is 

counterproductive to development and breaches the democratic principle of separation of powers. 

Thus as the IIBRC formulates its recommendations it should emphasise the need to separate divisive party 

politics and local development through the direct election of non-party affiliated councillors and the 

removal of MP’s from the administration of CDF and other local kitties.  

c. Establishment of scientific criteria for boundaries review 
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It is the expectation of all Kenyans that IIBRC will formulate an objective, scientific and enduring criteria 

for the revision of present boundaries and classification of electoral and administrative units. In this 

regard we trust that the IIBRC is in close consultation with the Ministries of Planning, Local Government 

as well as the IIEC and CoE.  The chosen criterion should stand the test of time and be applicable 

henceforth. This will prevent the scenario where parliament has in the past shot down ministry of 

planning policy on the basis of contesting funds allocation criteria.  

d. Remove role of executive in boundaries review 

The spurious creation of administrative districts by the successive presidents has been detrimental to 

local development and the political manipulation of local development has exacerbated poverty in Kenya 

by undermining the independence of local development institutions.  

There is a need to vest the powers to review electoral and administrative boundaries in the national 

electoral body, which in turn should be required to collaborate with the relevant ministries to ensure 

boundaries are responsive to poverty needs and development priorities and resources.  

The basis for review should also be clearly articulated in line with the given boundaries formula. The 

process of review should emphasise the scientific and objective need. It should require parliamentary 

approval and endorsement of the executive authority of the land. 

The proposed reforms should provide for regular review perhaps every 10 years to cater for population 

growth and migratory patterns.  

e. Accountability and Information sharing  

 The commission should provide the present and proposed boundaries maps on its website.  

 To safeguard its recommendations the commission should provide a rationale for their 

recommendations.  

 The commission should also prepare the proposed boundary maps for the sub-level, constituency 

and regional maps.  These maps should be accompanied with current population, poverty profiles 

and other relevant data.   

 The commission should document its process, and maintain a record of all submissions made, a list 

of reviewed records, and interviews. This should be available for public scrutiny.  

The IREC report recognised that the ‘culture of electoral lawlessness has developed over many years and 

cannot be revered without a concerted, nonpartisan commitment to electoral integrity on the part of 

political leaders.’2 We urge our parliamentary leaders to facilitate the passage of laws that will promote 

and protect the interests of our nation for generations to come.    

 

 

                                                 
2 Page 10, Report of the Independent Review Commission on General Elections held in Kenya on 27th December, 2008. 
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